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Volume 3 
 

I. INTERNAL MACHINERY 
 
I.1  Brake Wheel 
I.1.1 Old Brake Wheel 
Diameter 8ft 2in  (8ft 3in PCJD) 
Oak Spokes (Sail side)  6¾in x 3¾in x 7ft 10½in. 
 
The distance between pairs of spokes is 2ft 2¼in to 2ft 3¼in. 
 
The wheel had 85 wooden cogs.  These were worn very thin.   
Pitch Circle Diameter  7ft 3⅝in 
 
Four adjacent cogs were removable, to allow the sails to be taken out of gear. 
 
I.1.1.1 Rim 
Sail side.  There were eight unequal segments, 11¼in radially  x  4in thick. 
Fan side.   There were also eight unequal segments,  9¼in radially  x  4⅝in, tapering to 3in at the periphery. 
 
I.1.1.2 Coupling Bolts 
The front and rear Spoke Sets were coupled by 4 x ⅝in bolts, one  at the centre of each Spoke.  These left a 
gap of approximately ½in between the Spoke Sets. 
 
I.1.1.3 Gear Cogs 
The mortise holes in the Rim were approximately 1⅛in wide (rear face of rim) tapering to 1in wide (front 
face). 
Radially the mortises were 4⅜in (rear face) tapering to 211/16 in (front face). 
 
 I.1.1.3.1 Mortise Radial Taper 
 The inside face is parallel to the Windshaft. 
 The outside face is perpendicular to the Bevel Face of the wheel rim. 
 

 
Photo. 3.1  Fine snow invaded the mill on the night of 1st February 2012:  view looking down from the cap 
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I.1.2   New Brake Wheel 
The Brake Wheel drove the Wallower by wind power for the first time at 3.35pm on Friday 11th May 2001.   
 
(The new sails had previously turned the upright shaft by wind for a part revolution only, at 12.50pm on 19 th 
December 1998.   At that time each wheel only had a few teeth, which had been fitted temporarily … the new 
Brake Wheel was fitted with a spare aluminium tooth segment, and the Wallower with 6 temporary wooden  
teeth, to check on aspects of the design.  The two sets of teeth were meshed together, and the sails set turning 
slowly by wind.)    
 
I.1.2.1 Diameter 
Design Diameter 8ft 2in 
Working Diameter, of wheel as built:  8ft 1⅛in 
 
Pitch Circle Diameter 7ft 5in 
85 teeth 
 
Angle of line of contact to horizontal:         48.6° 
Angle of bevelled rim to plane of Brake Wheel:  26.9° 
 
NB  The angle between the bevelled face of the Brake Wheel rim and the bevel face of the Wallower is 
10.57o.  This angle is taken up by the aluminium tooth castings.  Templates have been made to check the 
wheel spacing, and that the wooden bevel faces are correct relative to each other.  Use of the templates shows 
that the wooden bevel faces are correctly angled relative to each other within ½o. 
 
The basic shape of the templates is trapezium abcd in the diagram ‘Setting out the Brake Wheel and 
Wallower Spacing’.  If the wheels were perfectly built, but not correctly placed on the shafts, the required 
movements along the shafts can be estimated as follows: 
 

Let X be the horizontal distance out of mesh of point a, and Y the vertical distance. 
Let the required movement of the Brake Wheel along its shaft be S, and H for the Waller. 
 
We then have: 
 

S  = X/cos14.5o 

H = Y – S sin14.5o 

 
 
I.1.2.2 Involute Teeth Design 
Tooth width, on pitch circle               1.64in 
Cone Diameter (Tredgold's Approximation) 196.72in 
Circumference of 'Tredgold Wheel'        618.01in 
Number of teeth on 'Tredgold Wheel'      188 
 
The brake wheel teeth were cast in aluminium alloy.  As cast each segment carried 8 teeth.  Three segments 
were shortened by one tooth and distributed around the wheel, so that eleven segments made up the 85 teeth.  
The overall mass of the alloy gear ring was estimated at 298.5lb .  Accordingly the estimated mass of an 8 
tooth segment is 28.1lb .    
      
I.1.2.3 Major Timbers 
The entire wheel was renewed.  All the Spokes were replaced in oak, of section 6¾in  x  4in. 
The distance between the Spokes is 2ft 2½in. 
 
The Rim was replaced in a mixture of elm and oak segments, of various lengths.  Each segment was 
nominally 3ft 2½in around the periphery. 
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The minimum sizes for the blanks for the rim (if the blanks were rectangular): 
Sail Side blanks:  3ft 1½in  x  1ft 2⅛in  x  4in. 
Fan  Side blanks:  3ft 1½in  x  1ft 0 ⅜in  x  4⅝in.  

 
I.1.2.4 Coupling Bolts 
4   x ⅝in BSW bolts, within the Hub  (at the mid-points of the spokes). 
  
I.1.2.5 Centring 
A new centring was constructed of rolled steel angle and steel plate, set on the Wind Shaft squares.   NB  The 
'squares' are cast integral with the windshaft, and are not square.  The centring formed a quadrilateral hub on 
to which the Brake Wheel spokes are wedged. 
 
I.1.2.5.1 Sides of quadrilateral, over RSA's 
 

Face Front Rear 
1 17⅛in 17in 
2 17 5 /16 in 17⅜in 
3 16⅞in 1627/32 in 
4 17⅝in 17⅞in 

 
The RSA's are extended back beyond the windshaft squares, since the Brake Wheel requires to be hung well 
back on the shaft.  This rearward extension of the RSA's carries square RSA formers, which support 10mm 
steel plates (see windshaft diagram).  
 
I.1.2.5.2 Steel Plates on Wedge Faces 
10mm x  15½in steel plates are set between the RSA's, to make the wedging faces of the centring.   The 
widths of the plates (faces 1 to 4 respectively) are:     11⅛in,  117

/
16
in,  1015

/
16
in  and 11⅞in.   

 
The centring fabrication is assembles using ⅜in BSW countersunk head screws, 1¼in long. 
In November 2011 one of these screws, fixing an RSA to the front windshaft square, was found to have 
failed, its head having dropped to the Bin Floor.  It was subsequently found that the adjacent screw, in the 
same RSA, had also failed.   
 
I.1.2.5.3 Wedges 
The Brake Wheel is mounted on the Centring by large folding wedges in oak, 18in long and 3½in wide.  The 
ruling thickness goes from 3in to 2in.  NB  The available space is 5 to 5½in across.  
 
On 4th August 2013 one pair of the brake wheel folding wedges was observed to be loose.  It is recommended 
that the wedges are checked at least every 3 months, and more often in very hot weather. 
 
I.1.2.6   Wheel Construction 
The aluminium tooth segments were set, and to some extent located, in a shallow slot machined to suit.  To 
facilitate setting up a jig for the machining, a circle of approximately pitch circle diameter was pencilled on 
the face of the bevel rim while the sails turned the brake wheel.  This pencilled circle was calculated to be of 
44.925in radius. 
 
The tooth segments are 5in wide (parallel to face of wheel rim).   
The outer edge of the tooth segments lie on a circle of 46 3/16in radius [7ft 8⅜in diameter]. 
The inner edges of the tooth segments lie on a circle of 41⅜in radius [6ft 10¾in diameter]. 
 
I.1.2.7   Swash 
A movement in the plane of the wheel of 0.16o will lead to a swash on the pitch circle of  ¼in. 
 
I.1.2.8 Brake Wheel Sprags 
The Brake Wheel sprags originally consisted of 2 steel straps, each strap consisting of a length of rolled steel 
angle bolted to a flat strip with a many-hole adjustable section.  When fitted the straps each ran from a Sheer 
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to a Brake Wheel spoke, a sprag being fitted on each side of the Cap. 
 
The original sprags failed during the great storm of October 29th - 30th 2000, allowing the sails to turn against 
the brake.  In the incident one of the Brake Wheel spokes was cracked.  The damage to the Brake Wheel was 
made good and an improved sprag fitted.  This strapped from the sheer on to a heavy steel bracket on the 
Brake Wheel rim, rather than on to the forward face of a spoke. 
 
(At the Scroby Sands wind monitoring mast off Great Yarmouth the storm peaked between 8.10am and 
8.20am on the morning of Monday 30th October.  The 10 minute mean wind speed was then 63.3MPH 
[28.3metres/sec], measured at 51m above mean sea level.  The maximum 3 second gust during the storm was 
81MPH:  this occurred during the same ten minute period.   
 
The minimum atmospheric pressure during the storm was also measured at Scroby Sands:  this was 967mbar.  
It occurred about 10 minutes after the maximum winds, between 8.20 and 8.30am on 30th October. 
 
New sprags were proposed (Fig 3.8), but in the chosen design a new sprag consisted of a bought-in heavy 
duty turnbuckle acting on heavy RSA sections, one fixed to the right hand sheer and one screwed to the front 
of the Brake Wheel rim.  [Eventually two RSA sections were attached to the Brake Wheel rim, 180° apart, 
giving a choice of stopping points for the sails.]  Adjusting the turnbuckle allowed some freedom to the sail 
parking position. 
 
After the Brake Wheel spoke was repaired and the improved sprag fitted there was another major storm on 
December 13th 2000.  The peak 3 second gust in this storm was 85.3MPH, in the period 3.10am to 3.20am, as 
measured at Scroby Sands.  No damage was done to the mill.)  
 
The single sprag was set such that the sails had to be parked with sails I and IV at the bottom.  Later a second 
bracket was fitted to the brake wheel, so that while there was still only one spragging strap, the sails could 
also be parked with sails II and III at the bottom.   
 
 
Later a second, lighter duty, sprag was fitted in addition.  This was to allow the sails to be secured in a wide 
range of positions, so that millwrights could always work safely on the sails.  The operating method was for a 
dummy section of brake wheel cogs to be forced into the Brake Wheel gear ring, and held in place by an 
adjustable steel rod wedged between the dummy cogs and a block firmly held on the sheer to the rear of the 
Brake Wheel.  While this sprag was used only when millwrights were working on the sails, it could for 
example be used to lock the sails in the St George’s cross position.  It was often called the 85 degree of 
freedom Sprag, because the 85 cogs on the Brake Wheel allowed that number of locking positions for the 
sails. 
 
I.2  Brake 
6 elm segments, nominally 6½in radially x 6¼in x 3ft 10in. 
The 2 end segments are splayed out for end fixings (to about 8½in) 
 
Plywood patterns for the brake segments are stored in the granary workshop. 
 
I.2.1 Brake Hook etc 
½in thick, mild steel. 
The profile was copied from Upminster Mill. 
 
It is 9½in across centres (assumes ½in Brake Pin). 
 
The slot for the Brake Pin faces backwards  (cf Reynolds, J., Windmills & Watermills, Evelyn, 1974, p102).  
cf also Thelnetham Windmill. 
 
The Upper Brake Pulley of is of elm, 5½in dia,  ⅞in wide, with rope groove ⅛in deep. 
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I.2.2 Brake Lever 
The brake lever is 8ft 0⅜in long from the rear of the Brake Post. 
 
It is 4½in wide x 6in deep at the front, broadening to 5⅛in x 7in at the tail. 
 
The brake hook pin is of iron, ⅝in diameter.  It is set 2in from the top of the Brake Lever and 1ft 2⅝in from 
the rear of the lever.  In service the brake pin tended to come loose.  It was extended by welding on a length 
of steel stud, which allowed a nut to be fitted to the end, bearing up against the outer face of the lever. 
 
The Brake Lever pulley is of the same design as the Upper Brake Pulley. 
It is on the centre line of the Brake Lever, 10¼in from the rear end of the Lever. 
 
Following adjustment to make the Brake lift further off the Brake Wheel to lessen brake rubbing, it was 
necessary to notch the underside of the Brake Lever to ensure there was sufficient travel for the brake to be 
applied adequately.   The Brake Lever was notched in May 2008. 
 
I.2.3 Brake Post 
Oak, overall 6¾in  x  7¾in  x  3ft 
The Post extends 2ft 5¾in above the Sheer. 
The side face is 6¾in wide. 
The Brake Pin is of 1in diameter, with CL 2¼in from the rear of the Post, and 10¼in above the Sheer. 
The slot for the Brake Lever is 9¾in x 2¾in , set 1½in from the left hand side of the Post, and 5⅝in above the 
Sheer. 
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I.3    Wallower 
I.3.1 Old Wallower 
63 teeth (ADW) 
[Previously estimated as 62 by PCJD] 
  
The overall diameter was 5ft 8in, and the Pitch Circle Diameter  5ft 7⅛in. 
 
Oak Spokes 4ft 9½in x 5¼in x 3¾in 
 
The rim was of elm: 

Lower segments  9½in x 3¾in  section 
Upper segments  6¼in x 3⅝in  section, and 5ft 4⅜in diameter. 

 
The Sack Drive was an additional lower rim, of 4⅛in x 2⅛in section, and the drive was transmitted to a 
friction wheel on the Sack Bollard.  
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1.3.2  New Wallower 
I.3.2.1 Diameters   
Pitch Circle Diameter  5ft 6in 
 
Main Rim:  5ft  7 9/16in  overall [5ft  7.57in] 
(bevels to:  5ft  3⅝in  at top   [5ft  3.61in] ) 
 
Upper Rim:  5ft  3⅝in  overall               [5ft  3.61in] 
(bevels to:  4ft  97

/16in  at top   [4ft  9.44in] ) 
 
Friction Rim:  5ft  89

/16in  overall 
 
During cogging the Wallower was set on the Upright Shaft, 6ft 0⅝in above the Bin Floor (to the underside of 
the Spokes).   To mesh the Wallower and Brake Wheel, it is estimated that the Wallower needed raising 2.7in, 
and the Brake Wheel needed moving forward 0.3in.  
 
I.3.2.2 Bevel Angle 
41.4

o
 to vertical 

 
I.3.2.3 Cogs 
63 teeth 
Of beech,  cog head  4⅝in  x  2.1in tall  x  1.64in circumferentially at the Pitch Circle. 
 
 I.3.2.3.1 Involute Teeth Design 
 Tooth thickness on pitch circle                          1.64in 

Pitch circle        1.1in up tooth (top surface) 
 Cone Diameter (Tredgold's Approximation)   87.98in 
 Circumference of 'Tredgold Wheel'               276.40in 
 Number of teeth on Tredgold Wheel              84 
 
 Design depth      2in 
 Actual Depth      2.1in 
 Design length      4⅝in 
 

Cog Width (Root) 
2⅛in at rim, 2in at inside face. 
 
Tang 
Circumferential width tapers from 13/16 in to 15/16 in along tang. 
 

The cog section is as in the accompanying drawing, except for the ‘short’ teeth.  These are shortened to clear 
the Waller Spokes:  for these cogs the tang enters the mortise by 1⅞in at the top, and 3⅝in at the bottom. 
 
Specimen Cog dimensions, as made: 
‘Height’ of tooth above Felloe: 2⅛in 
Bottom Profile:     tapers from  2⅛in to 1⅛in 
Top Profile:   tapers from  115/16in to 15/16 in 
 
Shank, bottom face:  tapers from  13/16 in  to 15/16 in 
 

NB  There are 8 teeth with short shanks, to avoid interference with the wheel spokes.  The short 
teeth are no’s 7, 15, 23, 31, 39, 47, 54, 62.  
[Cog 7 shank:  1⅞in long (top), 3⅝in long (bottom)] 
 

Cog Blanks   Minimum dimensions:  5¼in x 2⅜in x 9½in 
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I.3.2.4 Rim Sections 
I.3.2.4.1 Main Rim 
Elm,  8 pieces,  overall section           9½in   x    4in 
  outside radius  2ft  925

/32in 
 
Bevelling begins 1½in above underside of Main Rim  (or 1in above Friction Rim). 
Radial width is 717

/32in  at top of section  [7.52in] 
 
I.3.2.4.2 Upper Rim 
Elm, 8 pieces,  overall section           525

/32in   x   3½in 
  outside radius  2ft  713

/16in 
 
The radial width is 211

/16in at the top of the section. 
 
I.3.2.4.3 Friction Rim 
Elm, 8 pieces, overall section  4in  x  2in 
 
I.3.2.5 Spokes 
2 sets, 8 spokes in all. 
Oak,  section  5¼in  x  3¾in  
 
They are set  1ft  4½in apart, i.e. the distance over spokes is 2ft over spokes. 
 
The spokes are housed into the Rims by ½in. 
 
All the waller cogs were roughed out by the end of the May work-in, 2000. 
Cog Blanks 1 to 9 were fitted on August 19th 2000. 
 
The outer faces of the Waller cogs were trimmed by router, the jig being suspended from the Cap Frame.  The 
first cut was made on 20 October 2000. 
 
The cog blanks were also trimmed by router on the bottom face.  The top faces were trimmed by chisel.  
Marking out of the cog profiles was completed on 4th March 2001.  The first 21 of the cogs1 received their 
first serious profiling on 3rd-4th March 2001 (leaving a final trim of the profiles). 
 
Cog 61 broke while the mill was idling in a very light breeze on 8th  September 2002.  It seems that the cog 
had become loosened in its mortise.  It is most likely that the brake wheel cogs drew cog 61 out against its 
retaining pin, until it effectively jammed while meshing. 
 
Cog 26 was found to be broken on 3rd January 2004.  This presumably happened on 27th December 2003 
when the mill was grinding hard using the western stones.  There was strong evidence of interference between 
cogs:  the trailing side of cog 26 had been scuffed and compressed by the brake wheel teeth as they came out 
of mesh.  A remedy would be to undercut the waller cogs;  in practice they were pared down by chisel taking 
care to thin them only where interference had occurred.  Cogs 1 - 6 and 27 - 63 were pared down on 16 
January 2004.  The remaining wallower cogs were pared down later. 
 
The replacement cogs 26 and 61 failed on 26th June 2004, while the mill was grinding under moderate load.  
This emphasises the need to always fit retaining pins.  In order to lessen the tendency for the wallower cogs to 
be pulled out by the brake wheel it was decided to try greasing the brake wheel cogs. 
 
Originally heavy nails were used as cog retaining pins on the new waller.  These were replaced on 27th August 

                                                           
1   Cogs 1-11, 22,23 and 56-63. 
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2004 by 8mm x 7¼in steel rods.  The rods were threaded for the top  ⅝in to take 6mm nuts. 
 
It was found in May 2006 that one segment of the friction rim had decayed:  the failed part consisted of 
waney edge.  This segment was replaced using curved oak. 
 
The ⅝in BSW bolts holding the waller together were tightened on 26th October 2013. 
 
I.4  Spur Gear 
The Spur Gear is wooden, carrying iron cogs.  (The original wooden cogs were sawn off flush at the rim in 
the past, and were replaced in cast iron.)  
 
The oak spokes are double layered, as with the other large wooden gears at Wicken Mill.   
The spokes are 4⅛in wide, spaced 1ft 7¾in apart. 
 

Main drive  to stone nuts  
104 teeth 
Overall diameter 8ft 1in. 
The integral backing plate for the cast iron tooth segments is ¾in thick.  The cogs are 1⅜in deep. 
The pitch circle diameter is 7ft 11½in 
 
Secondary drive to auxiliary machines 
108 teeth, cast in six equal iron segments, overall diameter 7ft 8¼in. 
The pitch circle diameter is approximately 7ft 5¼in 
 
The underside of the Spur Gear's wooden rim is coned to take the iron segments.  However the 
segments are held away from the underside of the wheel by thin wooden wedges where necessary.  
On bringing the gear ring back into use loose wedges were knocked in, and a bolt holding a loose 
section of the iron gear ring was tightened. 
 
This gear ring overhangs the wooden rim, typically by  ⅜ in. 
The cog length is 3in (from inside to outside face). 
 

The iron cogs driving the stone nuts were relieved slightly on their leading edge corners by Martin Hanson 
during the Spring Work-in of 2014, to reduce the rate of wear of the stone nut cogs. 
 
I.5  Stone Nuts 
Original pair:  cast iron with wooden teeth 

East and West stone nuts:  1ft 6in overall diameter. 
Cogs  1½in deep, west stone nut  
          113 /16 in deep, east stone nut 
Pitch Circle Diameter 1ft 4½in 

 
Third pair (north stones):       entirely cast iron, with integral cogs. 
 
All the stone nuts have 18 cogs.  The east and west nuts originally had beech cogs. 
 
 
On Saturday 2 June 2001 the western bedstone was moved radially outwards by approximately ¾in.  The 
footstep bearings of the upright shaft and stone spindle were also adjusted, allowing the western stone nut to 
be engaged satisfactorily.  The gear train from sails to western stone spindle was then set in operation by 
wind. 
 
On 28th December 2012 the mill was driving the western stones when excessive vibration occurred.  The mill 
was stopped rapidly, and the western stones disengaged.  It is likely that the spur gear teeth were bottoming 
out.  The upright shaft’s footstep bearing adjusting screws were found to be loose.  They were tightened on 6th 
January 2013 and the shaft moved so as to even the meshing of the 3 stone nuts. 
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I.5.1 Western Stone Nut 

The western stone nut was recogged in oak in 2001.  The cogs were held in place by driving the 
original iron stakes between the roots of the teeth2.   The stakes were approximately ⅞in wide, 
tapering slightly, and 3/32” thick.  They varied considerably in length, but were typically around 
4½in long.  The edges of the stakes were filed sharp, so as to cut more readily into the cog roots. 
 
Sixteen of the cogs are 53/16 in long (tang 3⅝in long, tapering from 15/16in to ¾in wide).   The 
remaining two cogs are 1in shorter.  These are the cogs which coincide with the splines.  
 
The cogs became badly worn, and a cog failed on 26th August 2009.  A temporary cog was made and 
fitted on 29th August. 
 
The cogs were removed on 5th - 6th September 2009, in preparation for making and fitting a new set. 
 
A new ‘master cog’ was made in oak on 12th September 2009.  This was modelled on an original 
beech cog, but extended 1in downwards to obtain a better mesh with the Spur Gear.  An oak copy of 
this master was fitted to the wheel hub on the same day.  The beech cog was broadened on the driven 
side, to be the maximum thickness which could mesh with the spur gear cogs.  (The master cog was 
made using a template, derived from an original beech cog.  This template, and one made for the 
eastern stone nut, are preserved at the mill.)  
 
The final cogs of the new oak set were fitted to the western stone nut on 10th October 2009, and the 
12 iron stakes lightly fitted (and the screws for the two cogs which coincide with splines.  The cogs 
were then pared with a 1½in chisel to even the pitch.  This improved the running of the mill, but 
there was insufficient wind to drive the stones.   
 
Blank for replacement cog.  5½in long x 4⅞in wide x 2in thick, preferably in beech.   
This allows the cog to extend downwards by an additional inch, for better meshing. 
 
One of the short tanged cogs was found to be loose on 29th July 2011.   These two cogs are held by 
screws, top and bottom.  The screws were retightened.  On the same day the lower extension of one 
of the ‘ordinary’ cogs was found to be cracked.  This was screwed in place on 5th August 2011. 

 
 

The western Stone Nut was re-cogged in hornbeam by Martin Hanson at Mavis Enderby, 
Lincolnshire, and returned to the windmill on 30th March 2014.  Consideration shows that to achieve 
better mesh with the Spur Gear the stone nut needs to be lowered by ⅞in. 
 

                                                           
2 Two short cogs are held in place by 5/16in x 1¼in coach screws:  these cogs coincide with splines on the 
hub casting mounted on the stone spindle. 
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I.5.2 Eastern Stone Nut 
The iron hub is similar to that of the western stone.  It has received serious damage in the past, but 
the casting has been repaired well.  The design is set out in Fig 3.15e. 
 
The wheel is carried on ¾in splines, which make up the 4 arms of the stone spindle spline casting 
(Fig 3.15b).  
 
Cogs   18 cogs.  The original cogs were of beech.   
The root of each tooth is 1½in wide.   
The tenon is 3⅞ in long, tapering from 0.9in to ¾in. 

 
The cogs are held firm in their mortises by iron stakes (Fig 3.15e), except for two opposite cogs 
which coincide with two of the splines:  these cogs are held by screws. 
 
Blank for replacement cog.  6in long x  4¼in wide x 2in thick. 
 
The original cogs were in poor condition, and worm-eaten. 
Adam Marriott, the Wellesbourne millwright, gave an apple plank to make replacements.   
 
Martin Hanson of Mavis Enderby volunteered to re-cog the wheel.  It was hoisted into place on 3rd 
April 2010.   
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I.6  Gear Ratio, Main Drive 
The gear ratio between the sails and the millstones is: 
 
85   x   104   =  7.795   
63         18            1 
 
At 80RPM of the stones, the Wicken sails would do 10.26RPM. 
 
[This may be compared with the Main Drive at Thelnetham.  
 
 At Thelnetham: 
 
  Brake Wheel 72 teeth)  Ratio 3:1 
  Wallower  24 teeth) 
 
  Spur Wheel 78 teeth)  Ratio 4.1:1 
  Stone Nuts  19 teeth) 
 
 Overall Ratio:     12.32:1 
 
 When the Thelnetham stones are running at 80RPM the sails turn at 6.49RPM.   ] 
 
 
I.7  Speed Ratio, Wire Machine 
The speed ratio between the sails and the wire machine is: 
 
85 x 108 x 35 x 16 =  31.481 
63     16     18     9           1 
 
At 300RPM of the dressing machine shaft, the Wicken sails would do 9.53RPM, assuming no belt slip. 
 
Alternatively, with the stones doing 80RPM and the sails 10.26RPM, the Wire Machine would do 323RPM. 

 
 
I.8  Speed Ratio, Centrifugal 
The speed ratio between the sails and the centrifugal will be: 
 
85 x 108 x 35.5 x 16 = 38.317  
63     15      18       8         1 
 
With the stones doing 80RPM and the sails 10.26RPM, the Centrifugal would do 393RPM. 

 
 
I.9  Gear Ratio, Engine Drive 
The gear ratio between the auxiliary drive shaft and the millstones is: 
 
31 x  18   x  104  =  __1__       
65    104       18       2.097 
 
NB  The diameter of the fast and loose pulleys is 1ft 8in. 
 
Assuming a 1ft pulley on the engine output shaft, gives an overall ratio of 1/3.495. 
 
The engine would then need to run at 280RPM for 80RPM at the millstones.   
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I.10  Gear Design:  Frequency of pairs of teeth meeting 
Consider a pair of gears meshed together.  It was good millwrighting practice to ensure that an individual 
tooth on one wheel should meet any particular tooth on the other wheel as rarely as practicable.  This would 
mean that teeth with particular imperfections would not grate on each other too often and would ensure that 
wear was spread as evenly as possible amongst the gear teeth.  
 
The Brake Wheel and Waller have 85 and 63 teeth respectively.  There are no common factors between these 
numbers, which means that the brake wheel must turn 63 times before both wheels have done a whole number 
of revolutions.   No two teeth will have met more than once during this time, indeed each brake wheel tooth 
will meet each waller tooth once in this time.  The whole process then begins again during the 64th turn of the 
brake wheel. 
 
Nominate a particular Brake Wheel tooth to be Tooth 1, and take it that on start up this tooth is meshing with 
Waller tooth 1.  During the first few revolutions of the brake wheel the following waller teeth mesh with 
brake wheel tooth 1:  
 

Brake Wheel 
Revolution 

Tooth on Waller 
meshing with 
Brake Wheel 

tooth 1 

 Brake Wheel 
Revolution 

Tooth on Waller 
meshing with 
Brake Wheel 

tooth 1 
0 1  6 7 
1 23  7 29 
2 45  8 51 
3 4  9 10 
4 26  10 32 
5 48  11 54 

 
 
The situation with the Spur Gear and Stone Nuts is somewhat different.  The Spur Gear has 104 teeth and the 
stone nuts have 18.  The common factor of  2 between these numbers means that the spur gear has only to turn 
9 times before the same cogs start meeting each other again.  Unlike the Brake Wheel/Waller combination 
where each tooth on one wheel eventually meets each tooth on the other, tooth 1 on the Spur Gear only meets 
odd numbered teeth on the Stone Nut.  Similarly Spur Gear tooth 2 only meets even numbered teeth on the 
Stone Nut.  The following table runs through a little over one meshing cycle of the Spur Gear/Stone Nut 
combination: 
 

Spur Gear 
Revolution 

Tooth on Stone 
Nut meshing 

with Spur Gear 
tooth 1 

 Spur Gear 
Revolution 

Tooth on Stone 
Nut meshing 

with Spur Gear 
tooth 1 

0 1  6 13 
1 15  7 9 
2 11  8 5 
3 7  9 1 
4 3  10 15 
5 17  11 11 
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I.11  Upright Shaft 
It was possible to re-use the original Upright Shaft in the rebuilt mill. 
 
I.11.1  Upper Half 
Space available:  8ft 10¼in from the root of Dog Clutch on the Lower Half to the underside of the Sprattle 
Beam. 
 
Overall length of Upper Half:  8ft 10¼in. 
Diameter of wooden shaft:    1ft    3⅜in.  
  
The top Gudgeon stub is 211

/16in  dia  x  6in 
 
The top of the wooden part of the Shaft is set ¾in below the Hullcoop Block.  
 

Wallower Location 
The location square for the original Wallower consisted of 3in deep strips, the top of which were 2ft 
1½in below the top of the wooden section of the shaft. 
 
The new Wallower is mounted on oak folding wedges, two pairs per side of the square section of the 
Upright Shaft.  Douglas fir haunches, one per side of the square section, are set just below the 
Waller:  these are intended to hold the wheel if the folding wedges are removed or become loose.  
 
According to design, the underside of the Wallower Rim is 3ft 5½in below the Windshaft CL (down 
the Upright Shaft CL).  
 
Similarly, the underside of the Wallower Lower Spokes is 3ft 7¼in below the Windshaft CL. 
 

The centre bearing is held on a wooden cross beam wedged between the main floor beams of the Bin Floor.  
The wedge at the southern end of the cross beam fell out on 16th October 2013.  This was hammered home 
but may need eventual replacement by a new thicker wedge. 
 
I.11.2  Lower Half 
The lower half of the Upright Shaft is principally of timber.  It is 16 sided, but turned circular over the top 
9⅛in to take 3 iron retaining rings.  This circular section is of 14¾in diameter under the top ring.  The iron 
rings are differently sized: 
 

Top Ring:       15¾in overall diameter, width 2⅞in, wall thickness ½in 
Middle Ring:  width 1⅝in, wall thickness ⅜in 
Lower Ring:   width 2⅞in, wall thickness ⅜in.  

 
Upright Shaft Middle Bearing 413

/32in dia. 
 
Dog Clutch:  Cheeks 213

/16in deep 
 
The top gudgeon of the lower half of the Upright Shaft failed on 13th December 2008 when the four wings 
sheared off.  The shaft was repaired by drilling diametrally through the iron rings, the wooden shaft and the 
iron gudgeon.  Two such holes were drilled, through the top and middle iron rings, and full length ¾in 
diameter bolts fitted.  
 
It was found that the gudgeon casting had been filled with lead, making it impractical to drive a third bolt 
through the lower ring. 
 
On 26th March 2014 the bolt through the top ring was found to have failed some 5½in along the shank from 
its head,  i.e. where the bolt entered the gudgeon.  The initial failure was at rightangles to the axis of the bolt.  
During the 2014 Spring work-in the ¾in bolts through the top two retaining rings were replaced by new 
stainless steel rods, located by split pins.  It proved possible to complete the hole through the third iron 
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retaining ring, shaft and gudgeon, previously abandoned due to the lead fill in the gudgeon.  This allowed a 
further ¾in rod to be fitted, in this case a second hand bolt.  

 
Footstep Bearing 
The cast brass block is 4in x 4½in x 3in tall. 
The journal is 2in tall.   
The iron gudgeon is square ended, and of 2⅞in diameter. 
 

The underside of the wooden upright shaft is running 1⅛in above the rim of the iron 
bearing box. 

 
The cast iron bearing box is set ½in into the Main Footstep Beam.  The base plate is rectangular, 
15¾in x 11½in , and  ¾in thick.  The bearing box is held in place by 4 x ½in bolts running through 
the Footstep Beam (see diagrams 3.13 and 3.13a). 
 
The bearing box is 10⅞in x 10in x 3½in tall.  (It is broadest in the N – S direction.) 
 
The bearing brass is centred by ⅝in screws which work in large rectangular nuts 3½in x 3⅜in tall 
(see diagrams).  The adjuster screws run in clearance holes in the cast iron walls of the bearing box, 
and have heads 1⅛in x 1⅛in x ⅞in axially. 
 
The footstep bearing adjuster screws were tightened on the 3rd September 2009.  The opportunity 
was taken to move the shaft slightly away from the western stone nut, and towards the east.   
 
The adjuster screws were found to have a continuing tendency to loosen.  On 7th April 2013 the 
screw heads were drilled, and all four wired up to prevent this. 
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I.12  Stone Floor 
I.12.1  Stones 
Originally there were 2 pairs, of 4ft 6in diameter. 
A third pair,  of 4ft 2in diameter, was inserted in about 1891. 
 
The millstones run anti-clockwise when viewed from above.  NB This means the deep side of a furrow 
approaches the observer first. 
 
According to Gerald Bailey (8th June 2003) the stone dresser in the mill's last years of commercial operation 
was the disabled Henry Clay.   According to Anthony Day, Henry had lost a leg (1995, ‘Wicken:  A Fen 
Village’). 
 
When the Partnership bought the mill in 1987 only the eastern pair of stones was left in the mill. 
 
I.12.1.1  East Stones 
The surviving Pair, 4ft 6in diameter. 
The circular iron hoop retaining the burrs is 5/16in thick. 
 
The runner stone was in poor condition, with the plaster of paris top cracked away from the burrs.  The 
plaster was also cracked radially, apparently due to balance weights being nailed on, presumably as a miller's 
modification.  Further the iron band around the plaster had failed through rusting. 
 
Fortunately the burrs were still properly held by the iron hoop, and the stone has been rebuilt without 
dismantling the burrs. 
 
A new steel band was made for the runner in halves by Adey's of Loughborough:  6in x ⅛in x 4ft 6in dia 
The required minimum length of mild steel for the entire band is 14ft 1.65in. 
 

Metric 'equivalents' for steel band:  150mm x 3mm x 4.31m  
 

The new steel band was fitted on the 3rd June 2002. 
 
The stripped down runner stone (minus the plaster of paris) having been raised to clear the bed stone, and the 
glut box bearings freed, the east runner stone was driven by wind on 19 August 2002.  It was found that a 
12lb 10oz weight was indicated for initial static balance.  The balance would need to be adjusted after the 
concrete topping was added to the stone.   
 
The runner stone was balanced in its stripped down state on 7th September 2002, by pouring molten lead at 
the required position at the rim of the burrs. 
 
The upper part of the stone was filled with concrete on 24th August 2004.  It was found that a further 14lb 3oz 
weight was required for static balance.  The location coincided with one of the 4 balance pots.   
 
The stone was balanced on 3rd January 2005 by pouring molten lead into the balance pot. 
 
The runner stone was lifted in the August work-in, 2005.  This allowed the glut box to be re-fitted tightly in 
the bed stone.   It was decided to fit the grease wedge adjusting screw through the glut box's wooden 
surround,  the cast hole being mis-shaped. 
 
The face of the runner stone was found to be in need of considerable attention.  It was markedly more 
concave than conducive to the production of good quality meal.  Further, parts of the stone rim were low, and 
in one place below the iron hoop.  Lead had been used to fill various bad areas of the stone, the lead often 
being held on by nails.  The original iron hoop was prized off on 22nd December 2005, only slight force being 
needed.   This will allow the face of the stone to be dressed level.   Most of the lead has been removed. 
 
The runner stone was moved to the woodshed, to allow extensive stone grinding to be carried out using angle 
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grinders.  Grinding the face of the stone flat was completed in August 2007.   A hardboard stencil of the 
bedstone furrows was made, and the face of the runner stone marked up in red poster paint.  Grinding the 
furrows was completed on 1st September 2007.   
 
The runner stone was lifted back to the Stone Floor on 4th November 2007.   
 
The governor belt was fitted on 24th August 2008. 
 
Restitching the bed stone was completed on 7th March 2009, and the runner was reinstated.  The tentering was 
screwed up high, and the stone temporarily balanced by adding masses to two of the balance pots.  These 
temporary balance masses were later replaced by pouring molten lead into the pots. 
 
The stones were found to require further attention, and the runner was redressed and given adequate swallow 
on 2nd and 3rd September 2009.  The bed stone was also given attention.  Plastic sheeting was used to cover 
the western stones while the stone dressing was going on.  (The sheet is stored in the Granary, on the 
‘museum rack’. ) 
 
A trial run of the east stones was held on the 3rd September 2009, without a sweeper.  Performance was 
improving, but two worm eaten cogs broke in the stone nut.  There had also been a further cog failure on the 
west stones, where the stone nut cogs were severely worn.  It was decided to stop the mill to re-cog the stone 
nuts. 
 
NB  When lifting the stones, the saddle must be used.  This is held on ⅝in bolts. 
 
The eastern stone nut was re-cogged by Martin Hanson, and refitted on 3rd April 2010. 
 
The bedstone was levelled on 4th April 2010.  The stone spindle was set vertical using the trammel.   
Following further stone dressing by Martin Hanson and Sue Hiddleston, the east stones were set running 
successfully by wind on 29th September 2010. 
 
The East Stones in their current condition present some operating difficulties:  the glut box is not set centrally 
in the bed stone, and the vat is somewhat asymmetric.  A replacement sweeper was fitted on October 10 th 
2011, made from a stiff aluminium bracket.  This in combination with removing clashing parts of the vat 
interior using the compass plane allowed the stones to be brought into use.  On 11th October 2011 both pairs 
of stones were operated together successfully.   
 
The sweeper on the east stones has to be of reduced dimensions, due to a combination of the vat not being 
properly circular and the glut box not being set centrally in the bedstone.  Following failures the sweeper was 
strengthened.  The stones worked well on 28th December 2012, and produced meal at about twice the rate 
typical for the west stones. 
 
Later that day the meal chute came loose.  A rectangular insert was made of aluminium angle, and fitted to the 
underside of the meal hole in the Stone Floor on 6th January 2013.  The chute was then temporarily supported 
on a low bench on the Meal Floor, and levered into position.  Adjustments were made to the chute hanger, 
and the revised chute fixed in place. 
 
It had long been recognised that the eastern stone spindle and glut box were set incorrectly, such that the 
runner stone ran offset relative to the bedstone.  Re-setting the glut box was contemplated, but inspection on 
26th August 2013 revealed that the box was reasonably centrally placed in the bedstone’s square centre hole.  
There was room within the glut box bearing space to allow the stone spindle to be moved over sufficiently if 
one bronze bearing (the NE one) were built up and the second bronze bearing were reduced in thickness.  The 
wood wear required relatively little modification.  Mike Newland milled down the thickness of one bearing 
pad using Richard Bramley’s milling machine.  The other bronze pad was built up at the rear, by 7/16in at one 
end and 11/32in at the other.    
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Photo 3.2  The relocated stone spindle and machined hackle plate, Eastern Bedstone 
 
The opportunity was taken to turn down the upstand on the hackle plate, to lessen the probability of cereal 
grains escaping via the glut box. 
 
The footstep bearing was adjusted so that the trammel ran true and the gears meshed smoothly.    
 
In August 2013 a rebuild of the eastern stone vat was begun with new staves, the intention being to make the 
vat more nearly circular, with slightly increased base diameter.   The rebuild was completed on 1st September 
2013.  It was possible to retain the original lid, steel bands, and curb.  The sweeper was retained, but with 
broader leather, to suit the more uniform gap between bedstone and vat.  The rebuilt vat is shown in Fig 3.18. 
 
Nominal dimensions of the staves are:   Top diameter     4ft 9¼in 
     Base diameter     5ft 0½in 
 

Curbing diameter 5ft 1½in 
 

The lid retains the wooden plates joining the segments of the lid,  6½in x 4in x 1in thick, 8 off.  It also retains 
the old circular former immediately under the lid, defining the top circle to which the staves are attached, 
made up of soft wood sections 1¼in wide and 1½in tall. 
 

I.12.1.1.1  Use of Stone Saddle, eastern stones 
The saddle for the East Stones is cut from a single piece of oak, left over from the construction of the 
brake wheel, and shaped to fit around the rim of the bedstone (fig. 3.14a).  The saddle is 9½in wide 
and 4¾in tall.  It has a cut out 3⅝in wide and 2¾in high on the lower inside edge to accommodate 
the bedstone curbing.  The saddle is 3ft 7¾in around its outer periphery, and occupies about 68º of 
the perimeter of the bedstone. 
 
When in use the saddle is bolted firmly to the floor, using the two ⅝in BSW bolts, thick washers and 
nuts kept with it.   There are 2 appropriate holes ready drilled in the Stone Floor, so that the saddle is 
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held in the correct position, approximately to the south west of the bedstone. 
 
 I.12.1.2  West Stones 
These are replacements for the missing Wicken West Stones, which the Stone Bearers show to have been of 
approximately 4ft 6in diameter. 
The replacements were bought from Nigel Moon, having been stored for many years at Soham Downfield.  
They are believed to have been formerly in Gamlingay Mill, and are of 4ft 6in nominal diameter. 
 
The replacement West Bed Stone was laid on 29 August 1997. 
Dimensions: 

Runner:  9¾in thick at rim 
 10¼in thick at centre 
 Centre hole 10in square 

 
Bridging Bar.  The Gamlingay Bridging Bar did not fit the Wicken Mace:  the Bar was removed and 
stored.   The original Wicken Bar was missing.  A suitable replacement was given by Andrew Kite, 
who had found it at a mill site in Gloucestershire:  it is not known which mill it came from. 
 
Bed Stone:  The Glut Box from the otherwise lost Wicken stones was fitted.  It is  6½in wide. 
The Gamlingay glut box was stored following removal. 
 
The Stone Bearers are of 5½in wide x 5¼in section, and are set 1ft 8⅜in apart. 
The transverse sub-bearers are of 4⅝in wide x 2½in section, and are set 1ft 7¾in apart.  They are 
housed into the Stone Bearers by 1in at each end, see Fig 3.14b .  
 
There are secondary stone bearers which are clearly of considerable age, being housed out to a depth 
of 1½in to suit a bedstone of 4ft 3in diameter.  These secondary bearers are of section 2¾in wide x 
3in, and set 8¼in outboard of the main Stone Bearers (Fig 3.14b).  
 
The curbing round the western bedstone is 5in wide.  It is approximately 1⅝in thick on average (the 
Stone Floor slopes down from north to south).  The curbing is held by 2½in x 12 stainless steel 
screws, except on the north side where there is a mixture of 3in and 3½in screws. 
 
Inspection of the various Stone Bearers shows that the later, larger millstones have been set flush 
with the tops of the Main Stone Floor beams.  The older, smaller stones were set 1½in lower.  
Further the earlier 4ft 3in diameter stones were centred 1½in further from the Great Spur Gear – the 
old, presumably wooden, stone nut was no doubt 3in greater in diameter than the present western 
stone nut.  The presumed location of the earlier millstone set is indicated in Fig 3.14b, together with 
that of  the current set. 

 
Measurements on 5th April 2014 showed that the main stone bearers slope from South to North, by  5/16 in 
over the 2ft 4½in across  the transverse bearers.  This means that the bearers slope in the opposite direction 
to the stone floor. 
 
East  – West over the Main and Secondary Bearers is essentially horizontal. 
 
The western bedstone was levelled by placing suitable wooden blocks between it and the main stone bearers, 
and the stone spindle checked using the new Jack Staff, on 25th August 2001  (Jack Staff shown in Fig 3.46) 
 
The western stones were dressed by hand using modern mill bills.  (The thrift used was presented to the mill 
by Wilfred Foreman, and is the one shown in fig.38 of his ‘Oxfordshire Mills’.)  
 
The western runner stone was set in place on 2nd September 2001.  This was achieved as follows.  The upright 
stone was slung from the Yale hoist, which in turn was slung from a temporary beam placed on the Bin Floor, 
across the opening for the Upright Shaft.  A board was tied to the Upright Shaft for the height of the Stone 
Floor, to protect the shaft as the millstone was lowered.  The stone was let down so as to lean against the 
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bedstone edge (protected by sacking).  It was then gently lowered so as to be almost flat, on to the upturned 
many-heights which were sitting on the bedstone, on either side of the mace.  The Yale hoist was then used to 
lift the edge of the stone closest to the Upright Shaft, so that the stone was approximately horizontal.   Using 
the 'temporary fantail spoke' (3in x 3in oak), the stone was levered up to allow the many heights to be located 
the right way up at the rim of the stone.  The support points (many-heights and hoist) were then distributed at 
roughly 120˚ intervals.  By repeated levering and adjustment the bedstone was brought down on to the 
cockhead and mace, with frequent levering against the protected Upright Shaft to keep the stone centred over 
the bedstone. 
 
The first flour was ground in the restored mill on Sunday 7th October 2001.  Wheat given by Mr Andrew 
Bramley was ground in the western stones.   
 
The Bell Alarm was based on one recorded at Freckenham Smock Mill, a variant of which design is to be 
found at Soham Downfield. 
 
The rigger for holding the stone nut out of gear consists of a wooden pulley 1ft 1in diameter (over the rims) 
on a wooden spindle.  The pulley rim is ½in thick.  The leather for the rigger hooks is of  1½in  x 3/16in 
section.  The length of the old leather for the western stones was 26in.  This was increased to 30in.  Six 
lengths were obtained. 
 
The appropriate balance weight for balancing the western runner stone was estimated by running the stone 
with the tentering wound high, and adding weights until a reasonable state of balance was achieved.  The 
required mass was estimated to be 9lb 9oz.  (NB  The glut box bearings were loose fitting at the time.)  A 
rectangular balance weight was cast in lead, and fixed to the runner stone by screws.  
 
The governor belt was tightened on 25th August 2008. 
 
The western runner stone is lifted by attaching the stone strop such that the shackle is on the north west side 
of the stone.  The shackle should be as close to the bottom edge of the stone as practicable.  To set up the 
hoist the two short removable boards in the Bin Floor SE of the stones should be unscrewed and removed. 
The hoist is slung by its hook from a short length of steel tube set E-W over the hole, and mounted on wooden 
vee blocks.  The immediate objective of a runner stone lift is to get the stone standing vertically on the Stone 
Horse. 
  
NB1  The main stone horse must be bolted firmly to the Stone Floor using the two ⅝in BSW bolts provided – 
otherwise the runner stone is not held firmly at its lowest point during the lift.  The bolts are held by nuts and 
washers attached beneath the floor.  These are difficult to reach from the Meal Floor.  For the Western stones 
the southerly bolt is accessed from the stone nut ladder.  To reach the other bolt a 10 foot ladder must be 
propped between the spokes of the Spur Gear, preferably with the spokes aligned E-W and N-S, and of course 
the sails properly braked to a stand. 
NB2  The Stone Horse was made for the Eastern Stones, in oak.  For the west stones screw the second, 
thinner, layer of oak on top of the Main Horse using the coach screws provided.  The main horse should be 
bolted down firmly first. 
 
Following difficulty in running the western set of stones they were taken out of service to be re-dressed.   It 
was found that the bed stone was uniformly high at about two thirds radius.  The furrows had become very 
shallow, and in places were largely non-existent.   The stone was dressed flat, and the stitching redone.  
Cutting the furrows was completed on 8th March 2009.   
 
The runner was found to consist of areas of hard stone, and very friable stone.  By the end of work on 8 th 
March 2009 the stone’s grinding surface had been flattened, and about two thirds of the furrows had been re-
cut.   
 
The redressing of the runner stone was completed on 15th March 2009.  The stone was swept and then 
vacuum cleaned to remove as much loose stone and dust as possible.  The stone was then set in place on a bed 
of bran. 
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Photo 3.3   Western Bed Stone, March 2009  
 
The East and West Millstones were run together by wind power for the first time since restoration on 5th July 
2009.  The West Stones were set to grind, while the East Stones were lightly loaded:  there was a light breeze 
at the time.  (Two sets of stones will not have been run together by wind at the mill since at least 1934, that is 
a gap of 75 years or more.) 
 
The west runner stone was lifted for dressing on 10th May 2011.  A new stone wedge was made in oak, 
together with an extension plate for the stone saddle, for use in lifting the west runner.  The western stones 
were re-dressed on 11th May 2011 by Martin Hanson and Sue Hiddleston of Mavis Enderby. 
 
The west runner stone was lifted for dressing between 26th October and 3rd November 2013.  NB  The lifting 
strop was attached so that the hoist hook was attached on the NW of the stone, with the shackle as low as 
possible on the rim of the stone.  After the runner was laid on its back for dressing, the stone spindle and 
stone nut were lowered, so that the wheel could be reclogged in hornbeam. 
 
It had been clear that the western Stone Nut ran too high relative to the Spur Gear, and that the wooden cogs 
wore quite quickly.  The nut could not be lowered further on its splines, without running off the bottom of 
them.  Accordingly the whole assembly of millstones, stone spindle and footstep bearing was lowered by 
1⅝in (see Fig 3.51).  The main Stone Bearers were lowered by the same distance – this involved changing the 
wood blocks on which they sit in their housings on the main Stone Floor Beams, thereby returning the Bearers 
to close to their original positions – significant changes had been made during the mill’s commercial days.  
The eastern subsidiary stone bearer was lowered by the same amount, by cutting housings out of the ends of 
the beam.  The western subsidiary bearer did not need to be altered.  Much of this work was done in the 
Spring work-in, May 2014. 
 

I.12.1.2.1  Use of Stone Saddle, western stones 
Because of the different thickness of the western and eastern stones, and other detail differences in 
their set-up, a thicker Stone Saddle is needed when lifting the eastern stones.  This is achieved by 
screwing a second curved oak plate on top of the saddle used for the western stones. 
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I.12.1.3  North Stones 
Missing.   
The Stones were 4ft diameter.  The Stone Spindle, iron stone nut and the rigger survive.  The Stone Spindle is 
4ft 3¼in north of the Upright Shaft, measured to centre lines.  It is 1ft 10¼in west of the centre line of the 
north side of the smock. 
 
The frame supporting the north stone spindle and stone nut consists of two beams of 5 in section running 
north-south, and housed on to the under side of the main Hurst Frame beams.  At the wall end the beams rest 
on the top of the brickwork. 
 
These beams carry a fixed beam 4ft 5in long  x 5⅛in tall x 9⅝in wide, which in turn carries the iron footstep 
bearing box.  The beam is housed over the supporting beams by 3in, such that its top face is 6⅞in below the 
top of the main hurst frame beams. 
 
The Stone Spindle is 2¾in diameter, and unusually is of built up construction.  It carries an iron pulley of 4in 
diameter which drove the governor.  The stone nut cone is 9 3/16in tall, and tapers from 5¾in diameter to 5⅛in 
diameter.  The top of the governor drive pulley is 11⅜in below the stone nut cone.  The cast iron bearing box 
for the footstep bearing is 8in square.    
 
The pulley is 2⅝in tall, and carries a keyway 9/16in wide.   
  
It was decided not to replace the North Stones.  This meant that adequate space would be left on the Stone 
Floor for stone maintenance, grain storage etc.  In turn this would allow the stone spindle to be used to drive 
the jogger.   Accordingly a spare glut box was fitted up on two new sub-joists.  The glut box was equipped 
with wooden bearing pads, and the sails drove the north stone spindle on 6th August 2006.   
 
To drive the jogger the pulley was removed, to allow an eccentric to be fitted.  The pulley was then refitted.  
The eccentric was made from dural by Mike Newland.  
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I.12.1.4 Balancing the Runner Stones 
The optimum method for balancing the stones would be to place an appropriate balance mass on the rim of 
the stone, opposite the centre of gravity of the stone, and at the same height (see Fig 3.20).  This would allow 
a perfect balance of the dynamic forces on the stone, and simultaneously of the static forces, at all operating 
speeds.    
 
Typical balance masses are shown in the following table.  Assume the centre of mass of the runner stone is a 
distance a from the axis of rotation.  The mass required for ideal static and dynamic balance is then Ma/R, 
where: 
 

M is the mass of the Runner Stone 
R is the radius of the Runner Stone. 
 

Suppose the mass of the stone is 500kg, and the stone diameter is 4ft 6in (1.37m).  The required balance 
masses for increasing eccentricity a are: 
 

Eccentricity 
a 

mm 

Balance Mass 
m 
kg 

Balance Mass 
m 
lb 

0.5 0.36 0.80 
1 0.73 1.61 
3 2.19 4.82 

 
A possible practical solution might be to place 2 balance masses, one at the top of the stone and one close to 
the grinding surface, such that their centre of mass is at the same height as the centre of mass of the 
unbalanced stone (Fig 3.21).   
 
A better engineered system which in principle would allow full static and dynamic balance survives on a 
working runner stone at Whissendine Mill.  This has four rectangular balance pots.  Each pot is engineered 
such that the balance weight position can be adjusted both vertically and radially.  A design based on this was 
considered for the rebuild of the Eastern Runner Stone at Wicken Windmill (Fig 3.22).  However the vertical 
adjustment at Wicken was judged to be inadequate without removal of significant amounts of burr stone.  
Accordingly a simpler system was pursued, with 4 pots [of 4in plastic water pipe].  This allows adjustment of 
the static balance, with the main static balance being achieved by a specially cast lead plate attached to the 
upper face of the stone.  This simpler system allows at best only partial dynamic balance, unless the pots are 
very deep. 
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1.12.2  Stone Vats 
The vat for the Eastern Stones survived in poor state.  It was circular.   
Parts for an octagonal vat survived on the Bin Floor, in very poor and incomplete state.    
It was decided to build new circular vats for the east and west stones, closely based on the surviving original. 
 
1.12.2.1 Surviving Original 
Walls Coned:  Top circumference     183⅝in  [O.D. 4ft 10½in]            
    Bottom circumference  191¾in  [O.D. 5ft  1in, measured 2in above the base] 
 
Staves 1⅛in thick, ~3⅝in wide, 1ft 5½in tall. 
3 iron bands 1½in x  1/16in 
 
The width of the Lid 'annulus' was 8½ - 8¾in, 
 
 
NB  The bottom circumference measurements correspond to 52 staves,  3 11/16 in wide at the bottom, 3½in 
wide at top. 
 
1.12.2.2 New Vats 
Two new vats have been built. 
 
The Staves are made from  ⅞in thick deal board, left over from the Smock cladding.  The heights of the Stone 
Vats over the staves are: 
 

Eastern Stones:  1ft 5⅛in 
Western Stones:  1ft 5⅝in 

 
Wall construction 
Retain old I.D.'s:    Top I.D. 4ft  8¼in 
   Bottom   4ft 10¾in 
 
       New O.D.'s   Top         4ft 10in 
   Bottom   5ft  0½in 
        
       Steel Bands    2 off,  1¼in  x  3/16in 

The Bands are set to allow approximately 2in clear space above the top band and 
below the bottom band. 

  
Lid   
1in thick, overhang originally ½ - ¾in, to be 1in,  i.e. lid diameter to be 5ft 0in. 
Inner rim circular. 
The new lid annulus is 9in wide, and made of 8 pieces of deal, 1ft 11in across (measured between outer 
corners) 
 
The new Lid is attached to the Staves by battens.   
The sections of lid are joined by 4in wide battens. 
 
The Spring for holding the Shoe against the damsel is of douglas fir, 2ft 6¼in long.  It tapers (horizontally) 
from   ⅞in  to   5/16in.  It is ⅞in thick.  The string is looped over 17/16in from the end.   
 
The spring is screwed on to the top of the stone vat lid. 
 

The spring for the eastern pair of stones is of uniform width ⅞in for the first 4½in, and tapers to   
5/16in over the next 2ft 1¾in. 
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I.12.3  Stone Spindles 
I.12.3.1  East Stones 
 
I.12.3.2  West Stones 
Top Journal 3⅝in diameter 
The stone spindle pulley (driving the governor) is  5¼in dia x 1½in 
 
Footstep Bearing:  The cast iron housing is  8½in  square (nominal, outside), with walls  ¾in thick (nominal). 
 
Brass Hackle Plate: 7in square, ¼in thick. 

Overall height, over circular upstand:  1in. 
The upstand is 4¼in diameter, and of  3/16in wall thickness. 
 

Hackle Plate Lid:   4¾in dia, 1in high overall. 
The wall thickness is ⅛in. 
The hole for the Stone Spindle cone is 2in square. 

 
I.12.3.3  North Stones 
Top Journal 321

/32in diameter 
 
I.12.4 Tentering System 
I.12.4.1 East Stones 

Governor (white) 
The drive belt to the white governor was fitted on 28th August 2004.  Because of undue 
wear on one arm of the steelyard yoke, the governor turned unreliably. 
 
The leather belts for the 3 governor drives are of 1½in x 3/16in section, and require a 
nominal length of 15ft.  (The longest is 14ft 6in, as a complete loop.) 
 

I.12.4.2 West Stones 
I.12.4.2.1 Principal Dimensions 
The principal dimensions of the tentering gear are as follows (only active lengths are considered 
here): 

Governor (red) 
Ball diameter:  4in 
Ball arm: 12½in to centre of ball 
Collar link:  12½in 
 
Governor pulley:  9in dia x 2in   
 

Assuming iron of density 7860kg/m3 and a solid sphere of 4in diameter, the mass 
of a governor ball is 9.5lb 
   
The governor spindle rotates at 58.3% of the millstone speed.  i.e. When the stones 
are turning at 80RPM, the governor is running at 47RPM. 

 
Steel Yard 
As found:  Long lever from fulcrum to governor collar:  3ft 5¾in 

    Short lever from fulcrum to brayer hanger: 1¾in 
 

Brayer 
Pivot to brayer hanger:  2ft   1in 
Pivot to Bridge Tree:          11in 
 
Bridge Tree 
Pivot to Brayer:           4ft 6in 
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Pivot to Stone Spindle:  2ft 2½in 
 
Leverage 
The overall leverage between the Governor collar and the Stone Spindle footstep bearing is: 
 

54.0  x  25   x  41.75  =  110.5 
26.5      11         1.75          1 
 
(Refer to Fig. 3.45 for lever lengths.) 
 

The runner stone weight is ultimately carried by the governor collar, via the series of levers.  
ADW measured the upward force on the collar, due the runner, to be 12lbf.   
 
The weight of the western runner stone is unknown.  The 12lbf measured upthrust on the 
governor collar with the stone at rest suggests that the mass of the runner stone and stone 
spindle assembly is around 1326lb, or 0.60 tonne.  This of course is something of an ideal 
estimate, since it neglects the masses of the levers, and friction. 
 
When the runner is at rest the weight of the governor balls tends to hold the stones apart, 
providing the balls are sufficiently heavy.  As speed increases the balls fly outwards under 
centrifugal effects, and gradually force the stones closer together. 
 
For the measured upthrust at the governor collar of 12lbf, the ball weight required for the 
governors to hold the west stones apart at rest may be calculated as follows: 
 

12lbf  = 2F cosθ 
 
and   
 
12.5 ω  = 5.5F cosθ 
 
where  F is the force in the supporting link, and ω the weight of a governor ball 
(see Fig  3.45) 
 
The governor ball weight required to counterbalance the stones at rest is therefore 
estimated to be  2.64lbf 
 

The mass of the governor ball calculated from its dimensions is 9.5lb, assuming the ball is 
solid.  This suggests that at Wicken Mill the governors are well able to counterbalance the 
stones when the mill is at rest.   
 
The implied taking off of load when the stones are stationary or running slowly means that 
usually there is no need to take the stone nuts out of gear when the mill is shut down.  
 
Tentering Movement 
One inch lift at the Tentering Screw gives  
 

26.5  x 11   = 0.216 in    
54.0     25 
 

lift of the runner stone. 
 
ADW measured that 1 turn of the tentering screw lifts the tentering handle 4.65mm.  This 
gives a lift at the runner stone of  0.040 inches per turn of the tentering screw. 
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One inch lift at the governor collar gives 0.0090 inches lift of the runner stone. 
 

I.12.4.2.2  West Stones Tentering Gear:  Component Dimensions 
Bridge Tree:  Oak, 8½in x 9½in x 5ft 6in 
Bridge Tree Post:  Oak, 7½in x 9¾in x 4ft 2in 
Brayer Post:  Oak, 
 
 

I.12.5 Horse, Hopper etc 
I.12.5.1 East Stones 
The Meal Chute was set up during the May 2006 work-in (apart from the retaining ring screws). 
 
I.12.5.2 West Stones 
New Horse:  Overall dimensions of frame 5ft 3¾in x 2ft, of 2⅜in square oak. 
Legs on 3ft 10in centres. 
   
Horse legs of oak, 2¾in diameter overall. 

 
Meal Chute (Meal Floor)  8ft 10in long, internal dimensions 7in x 5¼in.  External dimensions 8½in x 6¾in.   
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I.13  Sack Hoist 
Sack Hoist Hurst Frame 
Made up in oak, of 4 uprights varying in section:  nominally of 3½in  x  3½in section.  (The NE post is 4½in  
x  3½in section, to take the 1½in wide slot for the Sack Bollard brayer.)  The uprights are 5ft 7⅛in tall, set 
into the Bin Floor by 4in. 
 
In plan the Hurst Frame is 2ft 8in across the posts (N-S direction), and 2ft 9in in the E-W direction. 
  
The pivot for the Bollard Bearer is 4ft 10¾in above the Bin Floor. 
 
The heavy leather strap for pulling the hoist into action was retained from the original set-up.  The strap failed 
in use on 4th December 2012, and was renewed with more modern strapping. 
 
A series of light oak beams radiate from the tops of the posts of the sack Hoist Hurst Frame, and run to the 
smock.  These beams rise through 5½in to the wall, and at their outer ends support deal planks.  At one time 
these planks evidently stretched around approximately two thirds of the wall, and would have been useful in 
climbing into the cap.  
 
Sack Hoist Bollard 
Oak, octagonal shaft  5ft  long (excluding iron pintles), shaped from  5¼in square timber.  Renewed during 
the restoration.  The chain carrying section is 21in long, still octagonal, built up with 1in thick planks.   
 
Drive Wheel 1ft 9½in diameter, including iron tyre.  The original wheel last worked with a second hand 
rubber tyre fitted over the ill-shaped iron tyre.   
 
This wheel was in a poor state, and during the restoration a replacement was made in elm.  The new wheel is 
1ft 8¼in diameter, 3½in wide.  It is not fitted with an iron tyre.  The rebuilt sack hoist was used for the first 
time on 23 August 2002.    
 
Layshaft:  Wood  (oak), 2½in  x  2½in  x 5ft 1in (length includes wooden journals) 
 Journals are 2⅛in long.   
 
Layshaft Pulley:   12⅛" dia  x  2in wide, flanges 7/16" high 
  The flat rim between flanges is 13/16" wide. 
 
 Pulley is set close to one end of shaft.  (Nearest face is set 3⅛" along square.) 
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I.14 Wire Machine 
Remains in the ceiling of the Ground Floor suggested that there had been a flour dresser in the mill.  It was 
decided to design and build a wire machine3.   
 
The dresser sieves are of stainless steel mesh.  The grades are as follows: 
 
1st half of drum:    150  aperture4, supplied by Endecotts   
Following quarter: 311  aperture5, supplied by John Staniar & Co   
Final quarter of drum: 767  aperture6, supplied by John Staniar & Co   
 

Originally the ‘sharps’ or second section of the drum was fitted with 358  aperture mesh (52 mesh).  
Following the performance considerations of Spring 2008, and discussions with other mills about the 
mesh grades used elsewhere for white flour, it was decided to retain the 150  aperture 
(approximately 100 mesh) first section of the drum to give fine white flour.   The second section was 
rebuilt in May 2008 with 311  aperture (60 grade mesh):  the combined output of the first two 
sections could then be combined to provide an ordinary white flour. 

 
Rotor:  The brushes are carried on 3 cast aluminium spider wheels, each with 6 arms, Fig 3.26 . 
Brushes:  6 off.  Wooden backing bar 4ft 6in long x 2in x  ⅞in, Figs 3.26, 3.26a . 
Bristle of Mexican Fibre, projecting 2in.  The brushes were supplied by John Staniar & Co. 

The brushes are attached to the aluminium spider wheels by short lengths of aluminium angle.  
Aluminim angle dimensions:  1in x 1in x 3in long, wall thickness ⅛in. 
Each brush is held to the aluminium angle at these locations by two M6 x 35mm mushroom head 
nuts and bolts.  Similarly the angle is held to the spider arm by two M6 mushroom head bolts. 

 
The dresser barrel is made up of two half cylinders, of internal diameter 16¼in, and outside diameter 1ft 
9½in.  Each half is built from plywood half rings, connected by axial deal strips.   
 
There are 4 main rings, of 18mm ply.  These are located at the ends of the barrel, and at the divisions between 
the different grades of mesh.  The other 17 plywood rings are 8mm thick, on 2 9/16 in pitch.  The outside 
diameter of the rings is 1ft 9½in.  (The end rings of the barrel are built up with a second ring of 18mm ply, of 
reduced diameter, 1ft 9in.  These reduced rings fit snugly into the holes in the end division plates.  The 
overall length of the barrel is then 4ft 7½in.)     
 
The deal strips are of  1¾in  x  ⅞in section, 4ft 6in long, and 4 per half barrel. 
 
The stainless mesh is retained by soft aluminium straps, 24⅛in x  5/16 in x 0.7mm.  The aluminium straps are 
pressed against the mesh by ½in coppered hardboard pins, 8 per strap, spaced at 3⅜in intervals along the 
strap.  (The aluminium straps at the main rings are 11/16 in wide, and pressed against the mesh by a double row 
of pins:  the pins are staggered except at the ends of the strap.) 
 
The coarse section of mesh is 13⅝in long.  (The lower grades of mesh are cut to 14in x 27in rectangles brfore 
fitting, the finest grade to 27½in x 27in.)  
 
Dresser Frame  Predominantly of Douglas fir. 
Uprights:  5ft 3in x 3¼in wide x 3in, four Uprights required. 
                                                           
3  Gerald Bailey (8th June 2003) said that the machine had been a silk machine, which was not in use during his time 
working for Wilfred Barton.  The mill was then only concerned with animal feeds.   
 
The wire machine was well advanced by the time Gerald told us this.  
 
In the light of Gerald Bailey’s reminiscences it is interesting that Hunt’s account book states that in November 1838 wire 
mesh of four grades was charged to Mr How’s account and presumably fitted together with new brushes 4½ft long.   
4   Approximates to 100 mesh according to Staniar 
5   60 mesh according to Staniar 
6   26 mesh according to Staniar 
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Front Rail mortises:  1in x 4in 
Side Rail Mortises:   1½in wide x 3½in high. 
 

Front Rails:  6ft 6in x 4in tall x 2in  (5ft 11½in between uprights).  4 off. 
The upper face of the Top Front Rail is 12in below the top of the Upright.  
The lower face of the Bottom Front Rail is 9½in above the bottom of the Upright. 

 
 
Side Rails:   2ft 5½in x 3½in tall x 3in  (1ft 11in between uprights).  4 off. 

The upper face of the Top Side Rail is 6in below the top of the Upright.  
The lower face of the Bottom Front Rail is 4in above the bottom of the Upright. 
 
The overall width of the Dresser is 2ft 2⅝in. 

 
The division plates extend 2⅝in either side of the barrel rings. 
 
Bearing carriers.  Major dimensions as for Side Rails. 

Southern bearing carrier of oak.  The top of carrier is 1ft 10½in below the tops of Uprights. 
Northern Bearing Carrier.  The top of the Carrier is 3ft 10½in below the tops of the Uprights. 

 
Flour Dresser shaft 1⅜in dia, 7ft 8½in long, inclined at 17½° to the horizontal. 
Bearings:  plummer blocks carrying self aligning roller bearings, 40mm shaft diameter.  The difference in 
radii to be made up by collars of approximate wall thickness 2.54mm. 
  
Dresser pulley 8¾in dia, 3in wide, iron. 
 
The Dresser lid consists of a 4ft 55/16in x 2ft 4⅜in piece of 8mm ply. 
 
The Dresser frame was erected on 21 August 2002. 
 
The dresser barrel was trial fitted on 7th September 2002.  The complete barrel, equipped with stainless steel 
mesh, was fitted in May 2004. 
 
The Dresser was driven by wind for the first time on 3rd October 2004.  It separated white flour, middlings 
and fine bran successfully, and coarse bran came out of the end of the barrel.  At this time the collecting 
hoppers were unfinished, of the hopper structure only the axial sides and the end triangles being present. 
 
The dresser doors, three per side, were completed on 7 August 2005. 
 
The dresser was completed in the late summer work-in, 2005.  The final additions were: outlet spouts, a 
wooden stand for holding the flour collecting tubs, a new longer shoe and a barrier plate to prevent fine flour 
being thrown out of the entry end of the barrel.  The roof was extended to surround the inlet chute from the 
Meal Floor.   
 
Chris Wilson has built a sliding shoe feeder, the ‘Victory Feeder’, to assist the meal feed arrangements.  This 
is driven off the dresser lay shaft above the Meal Floor, by a belt 20ft 8½in long.  A wooden pulley 9⅛in 
diameter is built up on the layshaft.   This drives on to a 12¾in diameter pulley on the feeder.  The new feeder 
was first driven by wind on 16th February 2006.  It was modified, and worked moderately well on 5th March 
2006 (extra feed would have been desirable).  Further modifications were made during the May work-in, 
2006, when the feed shoe was returned to full width, feeding into a widened out vertical chute to the dresser.   
While producing white flour in quantity for Rebecca Rayner, it was found that the meal could be induced to 
flow by mixing in semolina in the approximate ratio 1 of semolina to two of meal.  This improved the feed 
rate to a satisfactory level. 
 
The dressing machine was overhauled during the May 2006 work-in.  Double width aluminium holding strips 
were fitted where necessary, particularly at joins between the mesh sections. 
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On 1st November 2008 it was found that small quantities of bran flakes were getting into the white seconds.  
A tear was found in the last section of the 60 gauge mesh of the dresser’s upper half drum.  A new 60 gauge 
section was cut and fitted, this time with a fold over at the inlet and outlet ends. 
 
The wire machine was again repaired on 28th August 2009, following failures of the 60 gauge mesh in the 
same area.  The upper half drum’s 60 gauge section seems to be particularly susceptible to failures, and on 
one occasion stone fragments seemed to be implicated.  
 
A similar failure of the 60 gauge mesh occurred on 14th November 2009.  This was repaired by replacing the 
whole 60 gauge section in the top half barrel. 
 

This 60 gauge section is 26⅛in x 15⅜in, allowing ½in overlap at each end. 
 

Further repairs were carried out on 9th February 2014 to a number of tears in the two finer grades of mesh.   
Two of the M6 bolts holding one of the brushes to the aluminium angle on the middle spider wheel were 
found to be missing on this occasion.  They were replaced on February 19th. 
 
I.14.1  Dresser Drive 
I.14.1.1 Layshaft Drive, Meal Floor 
Shaft of oak, with 1¼in dia steel gudgeons, centre line 8ft 4¼in above the Meal Floor. 
Overall length 5ft 7¾in. 
The shaft runs north-south.  The oak section is 4ft 6¼in long, and 4⅝in square through the pulley.  Elsewhere 
it is octagonal (see figs. 3.23, 3.23a and 3.23b).   
 
Inner Gudgeon End.   The steel stub end at the Spur Gear end of the shaft projects 8½in.  
 
Outer Gudgeon End.   The steel stub end at the wall end of the shaft projects 4in. 
 
Temporary wooden bevel pinion fabricated from ply, and mounted on Inner Gudgeon End.  The plywood 
bevel principal dimensions: 

Maximum diameter over teeth, outer side:   1311/16in 
Pitch Circle Diameter, outer side:             12⅛in 
The plywood pinion has 16 teeth.  It would be appropriate for the permanent wheel to have 15 teeth. 

For detailed design see below.   
 

Inner Bearing 
Journal 2⅞in long, and 3in o.d. 
Mid-point of  Bearing to edge of Sill Plate:  4ft 8in 
Wall boarding to Bearing centre 5ft 4in 
Bearing centre to ceiling 2ft 10⅜in 
 
The bearer under the inner bearing is 3¼in x 4⅞in tall. 
The bearer is pivoted at the western end.  It tapers along its length, away from the pivot. 
The new layshaft was fitted with new plummer blocks carrying roller bearings.  The original cast 
iron bearing housing survives:  this sat in a 13in long slot, which is 1½in deep at the west end and 
1⅛in at the east end.  The new plummer block sits in this slot. 

 
Outer Bearing 
Height:  Bearing CL to Sill Plate  10⅝in 
 
The plummer block is carried on a horizontal oak bearer,  4in deep x 3in, and 1ft 5¼in long.  The 
bearer is coach screwed on to the wall studs behind it. 
 

On 22nd December 2011 the layshaft operated noisily.  Inspection suggested that while the 
outer gudgeon was held quite firmly by its wooden wedges, it had managed to move 
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outwards towards the wall.  It was likely that the layshaft would have to be taken down for 
attention soon.    

  
Flour Dresser dates 
First dresser wheel (‘6 arm spider’) cast in aluminium alloy on 24 May 2000 
Brushes assembled on the spindle, 2 March 2003. 
Wooden bevel pinion driven by wind for first time, 7th August 2004, mounted on temporary wooden centre. 
 
 
I.14.1.2 Drive from Spur Gear  
The Spur Gear has a gear ring of 108 teeth on its underside, of approximate overall diameter 7ft 8in. 
Approximate tooth pitch (outer face) 211

/16in, giving a gear ring diameter of  7ft 8⅜in. 
Height of teeth 1⅜in. 
 
I.14.1.3 Layshaft Pinion (meal floor) 
A temporary wooden pinion was completed, including mounting on its steel centres, on 10th August 2004.  
This wheel was laminated from layers of 10mm plywood glued together.  The temporary wheel failed on 2nd 
March 2008, several cogs being stripped. 
 
The temporary pinion was of overall diameter 1ft 111

/16in, and carried 16 cogs. 
 
Replacement Wheels 
The original temporary plywood wheel was repaired, by screwing 16 teeth of made from 3/16in metal strip to 
the wheel’s smaller diameter face.  At first these teeth were of aluminium, which lasted only a short time.  
These teeth were replaced by more durable steel teeth.  
 
This temporary wheel was replaced by a new Layshaft Pinion, with the more appropriate 15 cogs (Figs 3.33, 
3.33a).  The hub consists of two steel discs, of 5¾in diameter.  Each disc is turned such that the outer section 
is of full diameter and ¼in thick.  The inside section is of 2½in diameter.  The overall thickness of each hub 
disc is 1in.  
 
The as new design profile of the cogs was derived by drawing circular arcs from the tips of the cogs two 
further around the wheel (see Fig 3.33).   
 
 A further plywood wheel differing in having 14 cogs was kept as a spare:  it was fitted on 5th February 2014 
following failure of the 15 cog wheel.   
 
There is a long term plan to construct a further replacement wheel, with cast aluminium hub and 15 wooden 
cogs. 
 
Overall Dimensions of Bevel Pinion 

Teeth 15 
Large side of Bevel:     Small side of Bevel:   

Diameter over cogs 1ft 111
/16in      1ft 0 13/16in   

 
Diameter at cog root    10  9

/16in   9⅞in  
 

Cog height      1  9
/16in   115/32in 

 
Overall thickness of plywood laminations:     2 ¾ in 

 
The hub of the cast version will be of aluminium alloy. 
 
Cog number calculation 
Based on overall diameters of wheels:    N = 13 11/16   x  108  /  92⅜  =  16.00  
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Based on approximate pitch circle diameters: 

PCD of pinion is approximately  13 11/16   - 1 9/16  = 12 ⅛ in   
PCD of Spur Gear cog ring is approximately 89¼in 
N = 12 ⅛  x 108  / 89¼ =  14.7 
 

The PCD argument is more accurate, so the number of teeth in the pinion was set to 15. 
 
 

Removing the bevel pinion 
There is very limited manoeuvring space for fitting or removing the bevel pinion.  The procedure is  
to leave the layshaft in place.  Loosen  the steel centring flange on the north or upright shaft side of 
the bevel pinion, by undoing the M10 screws which hold the centring flanges and the plywood wheel 
together. Prise the north flange along the shaft and away from the wheel.  The key should not move.  
There should be enough space to remove the north flange altogether.   
 
There should now be enough leeway to slide the plywood wheel out: it has a 2½in centre hole to ease 
this process.   
 
The key with its ‘hidden’ fixing screw can now be removed, allowing the south centring flange to be 
removed.  
 
Refitting the wheel follows precisely the reverse procedure. 
 

I.14.1.4 Drive to Ground Floor 
The Layshaft Pulley is of timber construction, 2ft 11½in diameter, and based on the sack hoist pulley at 
Thelnetham.  (The maximum practicable diameter for the Layshaft Pulley is 3ft 8in) 
 

The pulley is 4in thick, and built up from oak and elm slabs. 
  
The belt drive to the ground floor was operated by wind for the first time on 27th August 2004, using a thin 
and not entirely suitable belt.  This left belting to be found for the drive from the layshaft in the ceiling of the 
Ground Floor to the dresser.   
 
A heavy rubberised belt was obtained for this last drive.  It was crossed over:  this allowed the belt to pass 
below the main floor beam without rubbing. 
 
The minimum length of the belt taking the drive from the Meal Floor layshaft to the Ground Floor layshaft is   
26ft 9in.   The original light belt was replaced by a 3in x ¼in belt provided by Laurence Stevens of 
Eastbourne, made from oak bark tanned leather produced at the Colyton Tannery, Devon.  
 
I.14.1.5 Layshaft, Ground Floor 
Steel, 1½in dia.  5ft 8¼in across outer faces of hangers.  The shaft is located by a screw through the collar of 
the outer ball race. 
 
The centre  line of the shaft is 1ft 2½in below the Meal Floor.   
i.e.  The distance between centre lines of the two layshafts is 9ft 7⅝in.  
 
Pulleys:  5⅛in wide, rim 2in thick, wooden built up design. 
The pulleys differ in diameter.  The drive from the Meal Floor is taken by an 18in pulley.  The drive to the 
dresser is via a 16in pulley, 
 
The dresser spindle and ground floor layshaft centres are approximately 4ft 6 3/16 in apart (NB The dresser 
spindle is inclined!) 
 
The belt taking the drive from the Ground Floor layshaft to the dresser is crossed over.  Its length is 12ft 8in  
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(MN).  Width 3in, thickness ¼in. 
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I.14.2 Performance Test 
A performance test was carried out on the wire machine on 11th May 2007. 
 
The wire machine had been dismantled and cleaned thoroughly.  A quantity of wholemeal was run through 
the machine, to ensure that surfaces where flour holds up were filled to a typical level.  Examples of flour 
hold-up areas are the strengthening bars on the dresser barrel.  The collection hoppers for white flour, brown 
flour, semolina and bran were swept clean. 
 
A sample of 10kg of fresh wholemeal was weighed out.  The dresser was set running, and the sample 
gradually fed in to the feed hopper.   The dresser was run until the feed hopper was dry and then run on for 
some time to ensure that all flour dressing had stopped.  The result of the test was: 
 
 

Product Mass 
kg 

Percentage 

White Flour 6.0 60 
Brown Flour 1.9 19 

Semolina 1.1 11 
Bran 0.9 9 
Lost 0.1 1 

 
Notes 
In Spring 2008 1 tonne of wheat was ground and converted to white.  The white extraction rate during this 
extended run was less good, approximating 50% by mass.   Discussions with other millers suggest the 
following: 
 

Mill White Extraction Rate Mesh Aperture Mesh Gauge 
 %  by mass µ  

Wicken 50 150 100 
Kings Ripton 60   

Over 72 311 60 
Heckington   55 

 
Wicken is producing a very fine white flour via the 100 grade mesh. 
 
As noted near the beginning of chapter I.12, on the basis of the extraction rate table it was decided to retain 
the 100 grade mesh in the first section of the dresser barrel, but to replace the 52 mesh in the second section 
with 60 grade.  This would allow the production of an ordinary white, by mixing the output of the first and 
second sections.   
 

On 6th July 2008 the result of grinding 1 tonne of bread making organic wheat in the East Stones and 
conversion to white flour was an extraction rate of 61% (609kg of white flour, combined grades 1 
and  2). 
 
Further improvement might be possible.  For example there was significant leakage between the 
bedstone and the curb. 
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Current Figures 
NB  Another full performance test was carried out on 1st September 2012,  using wholemeal ground in the 
western stones from Amaretto wheat (from Glebe Farm, Kings Ripton).  Particular care was taken over the 
weighing of the flour fractions.   
 
The machine was fed with 56lb 4oz of wholemeal.  There was a reasonable wind, and no other machines were 
in operation.   
 
During the test 1lb 0¾oz of wholemeal ‘by-passed’ the sieving drum, and was captured by the by-pass tub.  
This reduced the mass of wholemeal separated by the machine to 55lb 3¼oz.  
 
The results were as follows: 
 

Product Mass 
 

Percentage 

Finest Flour  (1st’s) 30lb 14¼oz 56.0 
White 2nd’s  10lb 0¾oz 18.2 

Combined White 40lb 15oz 74.2 
Semolina 4lb  0½oz 7.3 

Bran 4lb 14½oz 8.9 
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I.15 Jogger 
Although there is rumoured to have been at least one other machine on the ground flour, it is unlikely that it 
was a jog scry, at least latterly.  However it was decided to complete the set of flour dressing machinery by 
building a jogger, with design based on practice elsewhere.   
 
The wooden body of the jogger was built by Mike Newland between 30th August and September 3rd 2005, 
according to the accompanying drawing.   The stainless steel mesh parameters were the same as for the Wire 
Machine.  The jogger was hung from the ground floor ceiling joists, and from the mill wall:  this work was 
done in May 2006.  The jogger is pivoted at the lower end. 
 
An eccentric and eccentric strap were machined from aluminium alloy, and fitted to the spare (north) stone 
spindle.  A metal cable was threaded through the hursting, and then taken down through the Stone Floor, and 
coupled to the upper end of the jogger frame. 
 
The jogger was oscillated by wind power for the first time on 5th November 2006.  
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I.16 Centrifugal Flour Dresser 
A derelict centrifugal was transferred to Wicken Windmill from store at Thelnetham Mill on 6th May 2009.  
Richard Bramley provided his Land Rover and trailer for the purpose.  The centrifugal had previously been 
stored at Pakenham Watermill by the last commercial miller, Mr Brian Marriage.   
 
The machine was designed to extract one grade of flour.  At some stage the drum had lost its fabric cover, and 
one sprocket chain.  The machine had also lost its side doors, and probably also its end covers.  No maker’s 
name was to be seen7.  
 

 
 

                    Photo 3.4  The centrifugal in as-received condition 
 

The machine is designed to run clockwise, to an observer facing the meal feeder end. 
 
The reel is 44⅛in long between iron flanges. 
The cloth is stretched over, and fixed to, internal wooden rings, reconstructed by Mike Newland in 2010.  The 
length of the reel over the wooden rings is 43 3/16 in (1097mm). 
The wooden rings are 18mm thick (0.71in). 
 
The Reel is made up of iron strips.   
The ‘tube diameter’ of the reel is 16in.   
The circumference is 50.27in (1277mm). 
 
The axial iron bars making up the reel are 1⅛in wide.  
 
The frame of the centrifugal consists of 2 heavy cast iron end plates with the sides based on 2 horizontal 
wooden beams each side.  Each joint between iron plate and wooden beam is held by a ½in BSW bolt 6in 
long with hexagon head:  the nuts are square and let into the wood.  
 
Centrifugal lower panelling:   9/16 in tongued and grooved boards, 10⅛ - 103/16 in long, top end squared, 
bottom end chamfered at 45°. 
 
                                                           
7 The flour dresser by E.R. & F. Turner at Foster’s Mill, Swaffham Prior, is an older design, largely of timber 
construction.  It has some striking similarities to the Wicken machine though, particularly in the construction 
of the lower sides, the flour ‘screw’, the meal drum constructed in iron strips, and in overall size. 
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          Photo 3.5  The feed end of the centrifugal 
 

The drive spindle is 1¾in dia. 
 
The missing side door panels are to be replaced by doors of calico stretched over wooden frames.  The doors 
are 11⅛in tall x 3ft 11⅝in, and the frames are ¾in thick. 
 
The reel is swept clean by a rotating spiral brush constructed of mexican fibre bristles set into a leather strap.  
The bristles need to be 1½in long, including the leather strap. 
 
The original leather strap was ⅞in wide x ¼in thick.  There are two rows of ⅛in bristle, with bristles every 
¼in along the spindle.  The brush spirals along a  13/16 in  diameter iron spindle, over a length of 41¼in.  
There are 2½ turns of spiral brush.  The overall length of brush is 3ft 5¾in.   
(The overall length of the spindle is 4ft 9⅜in.  The main part opf the shaft consists of a length of tube.  At one 
end the spindle is reduced for 6¼in to 11/16 in diameter. ) 
 
The new stainless steel mesh was trial fitted to the centrifugal drum in May 2011. 
 
The feed to the machine is of 5½in x 3⅝in external section. 
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Photo 3.6  Reassembly, with new sweeper 

 

 
Photo 3.7  Reassembly, with new screen 

 
I.16.1 Running Speed 
An old Simon’s catalogue lent by Andrew Kite gave the following advice on running speeds: 
 

Reel Diameter RPM 
30in 200 
20in 250 
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This suggests that a 16in diameter reel should run at about 270RPM, assuming that a linear rule applies and 
of course that the Wicken machine is not too dissimilar in performance to the Simon machines.    

 
The Centrifugal is driven upwards from the ground floor layshaft.  Mike Newland made a new fabricated 
wooden pulley, 15¾in dia, on the pattern of the other pulleys on the shaft:  this is intended to drive the 
centrifugal.  It was fitted on the layshaft on 12th May 2011. 
 
Mike Newland also modified a spare iron pulley of 7 13/16 in dia to suit the centrifugal drive shaft.  The 
required belt length is 10ft 3in.  The drive pulley is held in place by a 10mm screw. 
 
The centrifugal mechanism was operated by wind for the first time on 10th May 2012. 
 
The screen was trial fitted on 2nd September 2012, and the centrifugal was driven slowly in a light wind.  A 
small amount of meal was fed into the machine.  Although exceedingly little pressure could have been built 
up in the drum, a patina of fine flour emerged on its outer surface. 
 
Exit holes were made for the fine white and offal, the exit point for the white flour being about half way along 
the machine.  The pusher blades were adjusted to suit.  Robert Bramley obtained proper lacing for the sieving 
mesh. The centrifugal was fitted with a small hopper, and fed with meal while being driven at speed by the 
windmill on 26th August 2013.  Flour and offal were successfully made during this first real operation by 
wind, and collected in plastic tubs beneath the machine. 
 
     
I.17 Mixer 
There is a possibility of building a Mixer for the mill, appropriate in scale and construction.  Accordingly 
design work has started. 
 
The 1930's mixer at Heckington and built by Thomson's has been inspected.  The screw diameter is 
approximately  ⅓  of the internal diameter of the mixing drum. 
 
 
I.18 Miscellaneous Internal Machinery 
I.18.1 Weighing Machine 

The original weighing machine is incomplete, and is retained at the mill. 
 
A similar weighing machine in good order was supplied in August 2003 by Mrs Mary Sharpe (née 
King).  Her father had used the machine throughout his 50 years farming at Snape's Farm, Ousden, 
Suffolk.  Mr King was born in 1901, and died aged almost 96 years.  
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J.  ENGINE DRIVE 
The engine drive was from a Blackstone oil engine which was housed in a wooden shed by the entrance to the 
mill compound.  Previously a portable steam engine had been used. 
 
A long flat belt ran up to the pair of fast and loose pulleys on the east face of the smock.  The CL of the shaft 
is 1ft 10in above the foot of the side.  It is also 1ft 7in from the edge of the side (along a horizontal).  
 
The auxiliary drive shaft is of 3in diameter and carries a cast iron bevel pinion inside the mill.  This pinion 
drives on to a vertical shaft via a bevel gear of 3ft diameter (over the iron casting).  Drive on to the Spur Gear 
is via an iron drive nut carried on this vertical shaft.  
 
J.1  Fast & Loose Pulleys   
1ft 8in diameter x 6in wide.  Hub diameter 5½in. 
4 curved spokes, 2in wide. 
 
Length of journal, loose pulley :  37

/16in 
 ID (before bushing):  3 13/32in  

The fast pulley is set 1⅜in off the smock side (lowest point of pulley, and distance to side, not cover 
strip). 
 
The pulley shaft projects 1ft 4½in beyond the smock side. 
 
NB  With shutters open, the inner sails pass 2ft 7in from the side of the mill, at the foot of the smock. 

 
J.1.1 Striking Bar 
5' 0⅛in long. 
To fit 2¼in x ¾in slot in smock vertical boards. 
 

J.2  Bevel Gears   
Pinion  31 teeth 
Bevel 65 teeth 

 
The Pinion is on the horizontal drive shaft which carries the fast and loose pulleys.  It is a 6 spoke cast iron 
bevel wheel, of 14¼in diameter (small face).  The cogs are 39

/16in  long (along the bevel). 
 
The Bevel Gear is an iron casting with wooden teeth mortised in.  It is of 3ft diameter over the iron rim. 

 
J.3  Drive Nut 
Drive to Spur Gear: Nut 18 teeth 
 
The overall diameter of the drive nut is 18in. 
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K. ENGINE MILL 
 
The engine mill was given to Wicken Corn Windmill in 1990 by Miss Pat Nicholls of Coton near Cambridge.  
It stood in a derelict barn on her family farm, and was largely complete.  It is not clear when the mill was last 
worked, possibly by tractor between the wars. 
 
The Coton mill was partially dismantled and transported to Wicken by Eastern Electricity trainees who were 
assisting during a Wicken work-in. 
 
The Coton milling set was generally in good mechanical condition.  However the wooden teeth of the final 
drive bevel needed replacement.   
 
The timber frame itself had deteriorated somewhat, due to many years with only poor protection from the 
weather.   
 
The engineering components were made by Robey, and appear to represent practice of about 1900.  Robert 
Bramley has suggested that the wooden hurst frame seems to be in more of a millwright’s tradition.  This is 
quite a persuasive argument, but the long internal tie rods probably supplied with the set might still suggest 
that the frame was made in the Robey carpentry shop.  
 
Stones 
The Coton stones are French burr stones of  3ft 7in dia, not including iron bands.  The runner stone is 9⅜in 
thick, and the bed stone 7¾in. 
 
The bedstone is supported by 3 equally spaced adjustable screws, supported by cast iron brackets fixed to the 
wooden frame.  There were evidently 3 cast iron ‘cushions’ set between the adjusting screws and the 
underside of the bedstone.  Only one survives, and Mike Newland made 2 new ones turned from oak in May 
2013. 
 
Gears 
The Coton milling set is designed to be driven via a 2ft diameter pulley.  This in turn drives a pinion, which 
meshes with a ‘stone nut’ in the form of a large bevel on the stone spindle.  Both wheels are of cast iron, the 
stone nut being fitted with wooden cogs. 
 

Stone Nut: 50 cogs 
Pinion:  24 cogs 
   

The stone nut cogs were badly worn, and it was decided to re-cog.  The new cog blanks were cut from elm 
planking.  The first cog blank was fitted on 16th December 2006. 
 
Final shaping of the new cogs started in May 2013. 
 
Hurst Frame 
Hurst frame ‘table’ overall dimensions … 4ft 89

/16in  x 4ft 4¼in from side to side.   
Side top bearers of section 5½in x 5½in. 
The corner posts are not vertical, but rake apart in the plain of the sheer. 
 
The bed stone is supported on 3 castings, carried on the underside of the top bearers.  The cross section of the 
bed plates is 7in wide x ½in thick. 
 
The footstep bearing of the stone spindle is supported on an iron bridge tree, of principal section 133

/16in  x 
15

/16 in. 
 
Stone Vat 
Circular, fabricated from iron sheet,  3ft 11½in  diameter x 1ft 3⅞in tall.  The vat carries three curved cast 
iron legs, height 1ft 2in, to support the Hopper. 
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Hopper 
The hopper is riveted up from sheet iron.  It is circular in plan.  Overall, the hopper is 3ft 1⅝in in diameter, 
and 1ft 115

/16in tall.  The top cone runs into a cylindrical tube 2¾in outside diameter and 103
/16in tall.  Overall 

height of the cone and tube is 1ft 115
/16in. 

 
Strapping for Coton Hurst Frame 
The joints of the wooden frame had become weakened.  Accordingly the frame was strengthened by diagonal 
braces between the uprights and the lower rails on three sides.  The braces were 2ft x 1⅝in x ¼in, mild steel. 
 
Electric Motor requirement 
3-phase, 10HP: 
Best option 8 poles, 10in pulley 
Alternatively 6 poles, 8in pulley 
 
[ADW's calculations show that to turn the stones at 150RPM, 7500RPM are needed at the motor.] 
 
The existing stone pulley is 5in wide. 
 
 
L. WINNOWER 
 
Presented by Mr C.J. Seago. 
 
Two rectangular screens are required, of size 17¼in x 21¾in. 
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